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tionally graded piezoelectric materials (FGPMs). The analytical formulations are developed by Fourier
transforms and the resulting singular integral equations are solved by using Chebyshev polynomials.
By using a dielectric crack model with deformation-dependent electric boundary condition, numerical
simulations are made to show the effects of the dielectric medium, the gradient of material properties
and the speed of crack propagation on the fracture parameters, such as the stress, electric displacement
and crack opening displacement intensity factors. A critical state for the electromechanical loading
applied to the FGPMs is observed, which determines whether the traditionally impermeable (or perme-
able) crack model serves as the upper or lower bound for the dielectric model. The validity of this dielec-
tric crack model is also examined by comparing the results of different existing crack models.
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Piezoelectric materials have been widely used as electrome-
chanical devices in the smart systems of aerospace, automotive,
medical, and electronic ﬁelds due to their excellent electric and
mechanical coupling effects. To meet some high demand for
the lifetime and reliability of these electromechanical devices,
the concept of traditionally functionally graded materials (FGMs)
has been extended into the piezoelectric materials (Wu et al.,
1996; Hudnut et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2000) with the help of
the development in modern material processing techniques.
These kinds of new materials are called functionally graded pie-
zoelectric materials (FGPMs). The main concept of these materi-
als is their continuous change in composition and properties.
Therefore, the optimization of microstructure of these materials
can meet some special demand. Smart structures or elements
made of these FGPMs are expected to have advantages as tradi-
tional FGMs to potentially reduce residual and thermal stresses
(Ravichandran, 1995; Obata and Noda, 1994) and are very attrac-
tive for high-temperature applications and wear-protective coat-
ings (Koizumi, 1997). FGPMs are usually superior to the
conventional laminated piezoelectric ones (such as the bimo-
rphs) because no discernible internal seams or boundaries exist
and the failure caused by interfacial debonding or stress concen-
tration can be avoided. Moreover, the performance of conven-
tionally homogeneous piezoelectric structures can be improvedll rights reserved.
22; fax: +1 519 6613020.by using the concept of FGM. For example, Takagi et al. (2002)
applied modiﬁed classical lamination theory and ﬁnite element
method to optimize compositional proﬁle of functionally graded
PZT/Pt piezoelectric bimorph actuator, and they obtained larger
deﬂection and smaller stress in their results.
Since the commonly used piezoelectric materials, such as
piezoceramics, are brittle in nature and susceptible to developing
cracks during manufacturing and service processes, the existence
of these cracks may signiﬁcantly affect the electromechanical
behaviour of this class of materials and their mechanical integ-
rity (Winzer et al., 1989; Barsoum, 1997). Therefore, the fracture
analysis of FGPMs is very important for their design and applica-
tions. A critical issue involved in the fracture analysis of piezo-
electric materials is the electric boundary condition along crack
surfaces. Earlier studies have focused on using permeable crack
model (Parton, 1976) and impermeable crack model (Deeg,
1980) to study the fracture behaviour of cracked homogeneous
piezoelectric materials (Mikhailov and Parton, 1990; Meguid
and Wang, 1998; Shindo et al., 1990; Pak, 1990; Suo et al.,
1992; Park and Sun, 1995; Wang and Meguid, 2000) and FGPMs
(Li and Weng, 2002a; Zhou and Wang, 2004; Ma et al., 2005).
These models have shed light on the fracture analysis of the pie-
zoelectric materials and provided useful information for their
design and applications. However, it should be mentioned that
these two traditional crack models did not consider the effect
of the dielectric medium inside the crack and only represent
two limiting cases of the real physical problems, where the
dielectric permittivity of the medium ﬁlling the crack is assumed
to be inﬁnite or zero, respectively. Therefore, these two models
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Fig. 1. Crack model.
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istic results in certain cases as pointed out by some researchers
(McMeeking, 1989; Sosa, 1991; Dunn, 1994; Zhang and Tong,
1996; Zhang et al., 1998).
For a closed crack or a crack can be idealized as zero thickness,
for example, the Mode II and III cracks, the dielectric permittivity of
the medium ﬁlling the crack really plays no role and should not
appear in the electric boundary condition. In these situations, the
traditional crack models are accurate to predict the fracture behav-
iour of cracked piezoelectric materials. However, for an open crack
induced by a tensile loading (Mode I), the dielectric permittivity of
the crack medium will play a crucial role and may signiﬁcantly
affect the electromechanical behaviour of cracked piezoelectric
materials. To consider this dielectric medium effect, an intermedi-
ate crack model (Parton and Kudryavtsev, 1988; Dascalu and
Homontcovschi, 2002) has been developed, in which the crack is
represented by a dielectric thin layer with the pre-assumed origi-
nal thickness. Their study indicated that this intermediate model
could be reduced to the traditionally permeable and impermeable
ones when the thickness of the layer is very small or relatively
large, respectively. For a slit crack without initial crack opening,
since the dielectric constant of piezoceramics is 103 times higher
than that of the air (or vacuum) ﬁlling the crack, the electric
boundary condition will be very sensitive to the crack opening
caused by applied electromechanical loading. As a result, a dielec-
tric crack model with deformation-dependent electric boundary
conditions has been used to study the fracture behaviour of homo-
geneous piezoelectric materials (Hao and Shen, 1994; Xu and
Rajapakse, 2001; Wang and Jiang, 2002, 2004). Recently, Jiang
(2008) made an attempt to study the nonlinear fracture behaviour
of FGPMs using this dielectric model to investigate the dielectric
medium effect. Such a model avoids any pre-assumed thickness
of the crack and considers the ‘‘real” electric boundary condition
along the crack surfaces, which is expected to predict the electro-
mechanical behaviour of piezoelectric materials more accurately
for some cases.
Due to the fact that piezoelectric materials are often being
used or considered for using in the situations involving dynamic
loading, the dynamic fracture analysis of piezoelectric materials
has drawn some attention from the research communities,
including the work for both homogeneous (Shindo and Ozawa,
1990; Li and Mataga, 1996; Chen and Yu, 1997; Li et al., 2000;
Gu et al., 2002) and nonhomogeneous piezoelectric materials
(Li and Weng, 2002b; Chen et al., 2003; Yong and Zhou, 2006;
Liang, 2007). It should be mentioned that these existing studies
in the dynamic fracture analysis of functionally graded piezo-
electric materials are limited to using the traditionally perme-
able and impermeable models. No attempts have been made in
determining the effect of the dielectric medium inside the crack
upon the dynamic fracture behaviour of FGPMs.
It is therefore the objective of this paper to make a
comprehensive study of the nonlinear fracture behaviour of a
moving ﬁnite crack in FGPMs under in-plane electromechanical
loading using a dielectric crack model. The analytical study is
based on the Fourier transform and the solutions of the result-
ing nonlinear singular integral equations are determined using
Chebshev polynomials. Numerical results are provided to show
the effects of dielectric medium ﬁlling the crack, the material
gradient of the FGPMs and crack speed upon fracture parame-
ters. Special attention is also paid to the transition between
permeable and impermeable crack models and the critical state
for the electromechanical loading which determines when the
impermeable (or permeable) model will be the upper and lower
bounds for the dielectric crack model. The validity of the dielec-
tric crack model will also be examined by considering different
crack models.2. Formulation of the problem
The problem envisaged is a plane strain problem of a slit crack
moving at a constant speed V in an inﬁnite functionally graded pie-
zoelectric medium, which is poled in the x2 direction with x1x2
plane being isotropic, and subjected to an external applied tensile
stress r022 and an electric displacement D
0
2. The original problem
can be considered as a superposition of a uniform one and another
one with crack surfaces subjected to electromechanical loading.
Since the ﬁrst one is trivial, we will focus on the second one as
shown in Fig. 1. The crack length is 2a and situates in the center,
and there exists an electric potential drop across crack surfaces
due to the crack deformation caused by applied loading. C(x2) rep-
resents the elastic, piezoelectric, dielectric constants and mass
density of the material, which are assumed to vary continuously
along x2. In the absence of body forces and free charges, the basic
equations which govern the electromechanical behaviour of piezo-
electric medium can be expressed in a ﬁxed Cartesian coordinate
system (x1,x2) as
or11
ox1
þ or21
ox2
¼ q o
2u
ot2
; ð1Þ
or21
ox1
þ or22
ox2
¼ q o
2v
ot2
; ð2Þ
oD1
ox1
þ oD2
ox2
¼ 0 ð3Þ
and constitutive equations for this transversely isotropic medium
are,
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eij and Ei are strains and electric ﬁeld intensity deﬁned as
eij ¼ 12
ou
oxj
þ ov
oxi
 
; Ei ¼  oUoxi ði ¼ 1;2Þ ð6Þ
with u, v and U being the displacements and the electric
potential.
For the current problem, it is convenient to introduce the
following Galilean transformation:
n1 ¼ x1  Vt; n2 ¼ x2 ð7Þ
with n1 and n2 being a translating coordinate system, which is
attached to the propagating crack. Accordingly, Eqs. (1), (2), (3)
and (6) can be rewritten in the moving coordinate system
(n1,n2) as
or11
on1
þ or21
on2
¼ qV2 o
2u
on21
; ð8Þ
or21
on1
þ or22
on2
¼ qV2 o
2v
on21
; ð9Þ
oD1
on1
þ oD2
on2
¼ 0; ð10Þ
eij ¼ 12
ou
onj
þ ov
oni
 
; Ei ¼  oUoni
: ð11Þ
For this nonhomogeneous medium, the individual material
constants may vary independently, but in order to make the prob-
lem more tractable, we assume that all these material constants c,
e,  and the density of mass q have the same exponential distribu-
tion, for example,
c ¼ c0ean2 ; e ¼ e0ean2 ;  ¼ 0ean2 ; q ¼ q0ean2 ; ð12Þ
where a represents the gradient of the material properties, c0, e0, 0
and q0 are the material constants at the position of the crack line
with
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ð13Þ
Substituting Eqs. (4), (5), (11), (12), (13) into Eqs. (8)–(10) results in
the following governing equations:
o2u
on22
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o2u
on21
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o2v
on1on2
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o2U
on1on2
þ a ou
on2
þ ov
on1
 
þ ab4
oU
on1
¼ 0; ð14Þ
o2v
on22
þ b5
o2v
on21
þ b6
o2u
on1on2
þ b7
o2U
on21
þ b8
o2U
on22
þ a oU
on2
 !
þ ab9
ou
on1
þ a ov
on2
¼ 0; ð15Þ
o2U
on22
þ b10
o2U
on21
þ b11
o2v
on21
þ b12
o2v
on22
þ a ov
on2
 !
þ b13
o2u
on1on2
þ ab14
ou
on1
þ a oU
on2
¼ 0 ð16Þ
with all the parameters b1–b14 being given in Appendix A.
To solve the governing Eqs. (14)–(16), Fourier transform pairs
are introduced,
f ðs;n2Þ¼
Z 1
1
f ðn1;n2Þeisn1dn1;f ðn1;n2Þ¼
1
2p
Z 1
1
f ðs;n2Þeisn1ds ð17Þ
with * representing Fourier transform. Applying Fourier transform
with respect to n1, Eqs. (14)–(16) can be reduced to,o2u
on22
 b1s2u þ isb2
ov
on2
þ isb3
oU
on2
þ isab4U
þ a ou

on2
þ isav ¼ 0; ð18Þ
o2v
on22
 b5s2v þ isb6
ou
on2
 b7s2U þ b8
o2U
on22
þ a oU

on2
 !
þ isab9u þ a
ov
on2
¼ 0; ð19Þ
o2U
on22
 b10s2U  b11s2v þ b12
o2v
on22
þ a ov

on2
 !
þ isb13
ou
on2
þ isab14u þ a
oU
on2
¼ 0: ð20Þ
The general solutions of (18)–(20) can be expressed in the following
format:
uðs; n2Þ ¼
X6
j¼1
CjðsÞekjn2 ;vðs; n2Þ ¼
X6
j¼1
ajðsÞCjðsÞekjn2 ;
Uðs; n2Þ ¼
X6
j¼1
bjðsÞCjðsÞekjn2 ; ð21Þ
where CjðsÞ (j = 1,2, . . . ,6) are unknown coefﬁcients to be deter-
mined from boundary conditions and kjðsÞ (j = 1,2, . . . , 6) are the
roots of the following equation:
X1k
6 þ X2k5 þ X3k4 þ X4k3 þ X5k2 þ X6kþ X7 ¼ 0; ð22Þ
where Xjðj ¼ 1;2; . . . ;7Þ are given in Appendix A and the coefﬁcients
ajðsÞ, bjðsÞ (j = 1,2, . . . ,6) are
aj ¼ XajYj ; bj ¼
Xbj
Yj
ð23Þ
with Xaj, Xbj and Yj (j = 1,2, . . . ,6) being expressed in terms of the k
and material properties as given in Appendix A.
Eq. (22) has six solutions, for the crack speed range considered
in the current work, three of them (k1,k3,k5) have positive real
parts and three (k2,k4,k6) have negative real parts. The solutions
of u, v, U satisfying the regularity conditions at inﬁnity can be
written as
uðs; n2Þ ¼
C2ek2n2 þ C4ek4n2 þ C6ek6n2 n2 > 0;
C1ek1n2 þ C3ek3n2 þ C5ek5n2 n2 < 0;

ð24Þ
vðs; n2Þ ¼
a2C2ek2n2 þ a4C4ek4n2 þ a6C6ek6n2 n2 > 0;
a1C1ek1n2 þ a3C3ek3n2 þ a5C5ek5n2 n2 < 0;

ð25Þ
Uðs; n2Þ ¼
b2C2ek2n2 þ b4C4ek4n2 þ b6C6ek6n2 n2 > 0;
b1C1ek1n2 þ b3C3ek3n2 þ b5C5ek5n2 n2 < 0:

ð26Þ
Due to the continuity condition at n2 = 0,
r2iðn1;0þÞ ¼ r2iðn1;0Þ ði¼ 1;2Þ; D2ðn1;0þÞ ¼ D2ðn1;0Þ ð27Þ
with superscripts ‘‘+” and ‘‘” representing the upper and lower
surfaces of the crack, Eqs. (24)–(26) can be rewritten as
uðs;n2Þ¼
C2ek2n2 þC4ek4n2 þC6ek6n2 n2 >0;
ðf1C2þ f2C4þ f3C6Þek1n2 þðf4C2þ f5C4
þf6C6Þek3n2 þðf7C2þ f8C4þ f9C6Þek5n2 n2 <0;
8><
>: ð28Þ
vðs;n2Þ¼
a2C2ek2n2 þa4C4ek4n2 þa6C6ek6n2 n2 >0;
a1ðf1C2þ f2C4þ f3C6Þek1n2 þa3ðf4C2þ f5C4
þf6C6Þek3n2 þa5ðf7C2þ f8C4þ f9C6Þek5n2 n2 <0;
8><
>: ð29Þ
Uðs;n2Þ¼
b2C2ek2n2 þb4C4ek4n2 þb6C6ek6n2 n2 >0;
b1ðf1C2þ f2C4þ f3C6Þek1n2 þb3ðf4C2þ f5C4
þf6C6Þek3n2 þb5ðf7C2þ f8C4þ f9C6Þek5n2 n2 <0;
8><
>: ð30Þ
where fjðj ¼ 1;2; . . . ;9Þ are given in Appendix A.
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a dielectric crack model is used. The mechanical and electric
boundary conditions along crack surface ðjn1j < aÞ are,
rþ2i ¼ r2i ¼ r02i ði ¼ 1;2Þ; ð31Þ
Dþ2 ¼ D2 ¼ De2;De2 ¼ D02 þ 0
Uþ U
vþ  v ; ð32Þ
where 0 ¼ 8:85 1012 C=Vm is the dielectric permittivity of air
(or vacuum) ﬁlling the crack and vþ  v is the crack opening
displacement caused by the applied loading. It is interesting to
mention that the inﬂuence of dielectric medium is to introduce
an extra electric displacement DD2 ¼ 0 UþUvþv into the effective
electric displacement De2 imposing on the crack surfaces, which
is caused by the crack deformation. The electric boundary condi-
tion is deformation-dependent and thus nonlinear. When 0 = 0 or
0 =1, this dielectric crack model reduces to the traditionally
impermeable and permeable crack models. If crack opening dis-
placement vþ  v is ignored and only the original crack thick-
ness is considered, this model is equivalent to the intermediate
crack model.
3. Singular integral equations and solutions
As a mathematical model, a crack can be modeled as distributed
dislocations. The generalized dislocation density functions for pie-
zoelectric materials are deﬁned as
w1ðn1Þ ¼
o
on1
½uðn1; 0þÞ  uðn1;0Þ; ð33Þ
w2ðn1Þ ¼
o
on1
½vðn1;0þÞ  vðn1;0Þ; ð34Þ
w3ðn1Þ ¼
o
on1
½Uðn1; 0þÞ Uðn1; 0Þ: ð35Þ
Applying Fourier transform to Eqs. (33)–(35), C2(s), C4(s) and C6(s) in
Eqs. (28)–(30) can be expressed in terms of wj ðsÞðj ¼ 1;2;3Þ, which
is the Fourier transform of wjðn1Þ as
C2ðsÞ ¼ isDðsÞ ½g1ðsÞw

1ðsÞ þ g2ðsÞw2ðsÞ þ g3ðsÞw3; ð36Þ
C4ðsÞ ¼ isDðsÞ ½g4ðsÞw

1ðsÞ þ g5ðsÞw2ðsÞ þ g6ðsÞw3; ð37Þ
C6ðsÞ ¼ isDðsÞ ½g7ðsÞw

1ðsÞ þ g8ðsÞw2ðsÞ þ g9ðsÞw3; ð38Þ
where D(s) and gjðsÞðj ¼ 1;2; . . . ;9Þ are given in Appendix B.
The continuity condition for displacement and electric potential
along the crack line ða < jn1j < 1Þ results in
w1ðn1Þ ¼ 0; w2ðn1Þ ¼ 0; w3ðn1Þ ¼ 0; a < jn1j < 1; ð39ÞZ a
a
w1ðn1Þdn1 ¼ 0;
Z a
a
w2ðn1Þdn1 ¼ 0;
Z a
a
w3ðn1Þdn1 ¼ 0: ð40Þ
Substituting Eqs. (36)–(38) into Eqs. (28)–(30) and using the consti-
tutive equations and Eq. (39), the stress and electric displacement
ﬁelds at n2 = 0 can be obtained by conducting inverse Fourier
transform,
r21ðn1; 0Þ ¼
1
2p
Z a
a
X3
j¼1
K1jðn1; 0;xÞwjðxÞdx; ð41Þ
r22ðn1; 0Þ ¼
1
2p
Z a
a
X3
j¼1
K2jðn1; 0;xÞwjðxÞdx; ð42Þ
D2ðn1;0Þ ¼
1
2p
Z a
a
X3
j¼1
K3jðn1; 0;xÞwjðxÞdx; ð43Þwhere Kijðn1;0;xÞ ¼
R1
1 hijðs;0Þeisðxn1Þds with hijði; j ¼ 1;2;3Þ
being given in Appendix B. After checking the expressions of hij
in Appendix B, it is observed that h11, h22, h33, h23 and h32 are
odd functions of s, while h12, h13, h21 and h31 are even functions
of s. Detailed asymptotic analysis of hijðs; n2Þ in Appendix C indi-
cates that h11, h22, h33, h23 and h32 approach to constants when s
tends to inﬁnity, while the others approach to zero with increas-
ing s, i.e.,lim
s!1
h11ðs;0Þ ¼ iM1; lim
s!1
h22ðs;0Þ ¼ iM2; lim
s!1
h33ðs;0Þ ¼ iM3;
lim
s!1
h23ðs;0Þ ¼ iN1; lim
s!1
h32ðs;0Þ ¼ iN2;
lim
s!1
h12ðs;0Þ ¼ 0; lim
s!1
h21ðs;0Þ ¼ 0;
lim
s!1
h13ðs;0Þ ¼ 0; lim
s!1
h31ðs;0Þ ¼ 0:
ð44ÞThe asymptotic behavior of hij governs the singular solution of the
problem. Separating the singular parts of the kernels in (41)–(43)
and substituting these equations into the electromechanical bound-
ary conditions (31) and (32) results in,
M1
p
Z a
a
w1ðxÞ
xn1
dxþ i
p
Z a
a
Z 1
0
ðh11 iM1Þsinsðn1xÞw1ðxÞdsdx
þ1
p
Z a
a
Z 1
0
h12 cossðxn1Þw2ðxÞdsdx
þ1
p
Z a
a
Z 1
0
h13 cossðxn1Þw3ðxÞdsdx¼r021ðn1Þ; ð45Þ
1
p
Z a
a
Z 1
0
h21 cossðxn1Þw1ðxÞdsdx
þM2
p
Z a
a
w1ðxÞ
xn1
dxþ i
p
Z a
a
Z 1
0
ðh22 iM2Þsinsðn1xÞw2ðxÞdsdx
þN1
p
Z a
a
w3ðxÞ
xn1
dxþ i
p
Z a
a
Z 1
0
ðh23 iN1Þsinsðn1x1Þ
w3ðxÞdsdx¼r022ðn1Þ; ð46Þ
1
p
Z a
a
Z 1
0
h31 cossðxn1Þw1ðxÞdsdx
þN2
p
Z a
a
w2ðxÞ
xn1
dxþ i
p
Z a
a
Z 1
0
ðh32 iN2Þsinsðn1xÞw2ðxÞdsdx
þM3
p
Z a
a
w3ðxÞ
xn1
dxþ i
p
Z a
a
Z 1
0
ðh33 iM3Þsinsðn1xÞw3ðxÞdsdx
¼D020
R n1
aw3ðxÞdxR n1
aw2ðxÞdx
: ð47ÞEqs. (45)–(47) can be solved by expanding the dislocation den-
sity functions w1(x), w2(x) and w3(x) using Chebyshev
polynomials,
wjðxÞ ¼
X1
k¼0
Cjk
Tkðx=aÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 xa
	 
2q ; j ¼ 1;2;3; ð48Þ
where Tk are Chebyshev polynomials of the ﬁrst kind and Cjk are
unknown coefﬁcients to be determined. From the orthogonality
conditions of the Chebyshev polynomials, the continuity condition
along crack line given by Eq. (40) reduces to Cj0 ¼ 0. Substituting
Eq. (48) into Eqs. (45)–(47), if the Chebyshev polynomials in these
equations are truncated to the Nth term and N collocation points
n1j ¼ a cos j1N1pðj ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NÞ along crack surfaces are chosen to
satisfy the boundary conditions, the coefﬁcients C1k;C2k;C3k in Eq.
(48) can be obtained by solving the following nonlinear algebraic
equations,
Fig. 2. Variation of the normalized kI with aa.
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PN
k¼1
C1k
sin kcos1
n1j
a
	 

sin cos1
n1j
a
	 

þaiPN
k¼1
C1k
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞsinðsn1jÞðh11 iM1Þdsk¼2n
ð1Þnþ1R10 JkðsaÞcosðsn1jÞðh11 iM1Þdsk¼2nþ1
(
þaPN
k¼1
C2k
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞcosðsn1jÞh12dsk¼2n
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞsinðsn1jÞh12dsk¼2nþ1
(
þaPN
k¼1
C3k
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞcosðsn1jÞh13dsk¼2n
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞsinðsn1jÞh13dsk¼2nþ1
(
¼r021ðn1jÞ;
ð49Þ
a
PN
k¼1
C1k
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞcosðsn1jÞh21dsk¼2n
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞsinðsn1jÞh21dsk¼2nþ1
(
þM2
PN
k¼1
C2k
sin kcos1
n1j
a
	 

sin cos1
n1j
a
	 
 þN1PN
k¼1
C3k
sin kcos1
n1j
a
	 

sin cos1
n1j
a
	 

þaiPN
k¼1
C2k
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞsinðsn1jÞðh22 iM2Þdsk¼2n
ð1Þnþ1R10 JkðsaÞcosðsn1jÞðh22 iM2Þdsk¼2nþ1
(
þaiPN
k¼1
C3k
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞsinðsn1jÞðh23 iN1Þdsk¼2n
ð1Þnþ1R10 JkðsaÞcosðsn1jÞðh23 iN1Þdsk¼2nþ1
(
¼r022ðn1jÞ;
ð50Þ
a
PN
k¼1
C1k
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞcosðsn1jÞh31dsk¼2n
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞsinðsn1jÞh31dsk¼2nþ1
(
þN2
PN
k¼1
C2k
sin kcos1
n1j
a
	 

sin cos1
n1j
a
	 
 þM3PN
k¼1
C3k
sin kcos1
n1j
a
	 

sin cos1
n1j
a
	 

þaiPN
k¼1
C2k
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞsinðsn1jÞðh32 iN2Þdsk¼2n
ð1Þnþ1R10 JkðsaÞcosðsn1jÞðh32 iN2Þdsk¼2nþ1
k¼2nþ1
8><
>:
þaiPN
k¼1
C3k
ð1ÞnR10 JkðsaÞsinðsn1jÞðh33 iM3Þdsk¼2n
ð1Þnþ1R10 JkðsaÞcosðsn1jÞðh33 iM3Þdsk¼2nþ1
(
¼D02ðn1jÞ0
PN
k¼1
C3k
k sin kcos
1 n1j
a
	 

PN
k¼1
C2k
k sin kcos
1 n1j
a
	 
;
ð51Þ
where Jk is the ﬁrst kind of Bessel function with kth order.
After the stress and electric displacement ﬁelds are obtained,
the fracture parameters, such as stress intensity factors KI;KII , elec-
tric displacement intensity factor KD can be determined. These
intensity factors at the right tip of the crack are determined as,
KIðaÞ ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p
M2
XN
k¼1
C2k þ N1
XN
k¼1
C3k
 !
; ð52Þ
KIIðaÞ ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p
M1
XN
k¼1
C1k: ð53Þ
KDðaÞ ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p
M3
XN
k¼1
C3k þ N2
XN
k¼1
C2k
 !
: ð54Þ
The dynamic energy release rate is an important fracture parameter
to predict the dynamic fracture behaviour of FGPMs. Based on the
formula derived by Dascalu and Maugin (1995) and the ﬁelds of
stress, electric displacement, displacement and electric potential
calculated for the current case, the dynamic energy release rate
can be expressed in terms of the stress and electric displacement
intensity factors as,
G ¼ 1
4
K2II
M1
þ K
2
I
M2
þ N1N2K
2
I þM22K2D  ðN1 þ N2ÞM2KIKD
M2ðM3M2  N1N2Þ
" #
: ð55Þ
When the dielectric permittivity 0 of the medium inside the crack
is taken as 0, this energy release rate is deduced to that of the
impermeable crack model. For electrically permeable crack model,
the electric boundary condition Dþ2 ¼ D2 and Uþ ¼ U should beconsidered, and the corresponding energy release rate is calculated
as
GP ¼ 14
K2II
M1
þ K
2
I
M2
" #
: ð56Þ
In addition to these traditional fracture parameters, a COD intensity
factor KCOD, which can be used to describe the opening deformation
of the crack surfaces, is also introduced to evaluate the fracture
behaviour, deﬁned as,
KCOD ¼ lim
n1!aþ
vþðn1Þ  vðn1Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a n1
p ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2a
p XN
k¼1
C2k: ð57Þ4. Results and discussion
The current work will only consider the cases where a normal
tensile loading and an electric loading are applied to the medium.
In this situation, the crack will open up and the dielectric medium
inside the crack will play a crucial role in the fracture behaviour of
cracked FGPMs. After checking the convergence of the numerical
solutions, 15 terms in Chebyshev polynomials are used and
N = 15 collocation points along crack surfaces are chosen to satisfy
the boundary conditions (49)–(51). In this section, attention will
ﬁrst be focused on the effect of the crack propagation speed and
the gradient of the material properties upon the dynamic fracture
behaviour of FGPMs. Numerical results on the stress and electric
displacement intensity factors are provided to show these effects.
The material constants for c0, e0 and 0 in Eq. (12) are taken as
those of PZT-4 piezoceramics, and q0 ¼ 7:5 103 kg=m3.
Considering the case where the crack is subjected to a normal
tensile stress r022 ¼ 20 MPa only, Fig. 2 shows the effect of the gra-
dient of material properties on the normalized stress intensity fac-
tor kI (kI ¼ KI=K0I with K0I being the stress intensity factor derived
when the material gradient a = 0 and the speed of crack propaga-
tion V = 0) for different crack propagation speed V/c (where
c ¼ ½ðc022 þ ðe022Þ2=022Þ=q01=2). It is observed that kI increases with
the increase of material gradient aa. For the static case V=c ¼ 0,
material gradient shows the weakest effect upon kI . It is obvious
that the effect of a increases with the increase of crack propagation
speed. Since the elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric material prop-
erties are not symmetric with the crack plane, the mechanical
opening mode (mode I) is coupled with sliding mode (mode II).
Therefore, the stress intensity factor for mode II does not vanish.
Fig. 3 shows the effect of the material gradient on
kIIðkII ¼ KII=K0I Þ, it demonstrates that material gradient has
Fig. 3. Variation of the normalized kII with aa.
Fig. 4. Variation of the normalized kD with aa.
Fig. 5. Variation of the normalized kI with V=c.
Fig. 6. Variation of the normalized kD with V=c.
Fig. 7. Variation of the normalized g with V=c.
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example, even for the static case V=c ¼ 0, the normalized intensity
factor kII is about 0.2 when aa = 1.0. The effect of material gradient
a on normalized electric displacement intensity factor
kDðkD ¼ KD=K0DÞ is depicted in Fig. 4 where K0D is the electric dis-
placement intensity factor derived when the gradient of material
property a = 0 and the speed of crack propagation V = 0. It is
observed in this ﬁgure that the material gradient has signiﬁcant ef-
fect upon the electric displacement intensity factor, similar to the
results for the stress intensity factor kI in Fig. 2. However, it should
be noted that kD is different for different propagating speed even
for the homogeneous piezoelectric medium with aa = 0. From
these ﬁgures, it can be seen that the increase of speed accelerates
the effect of gradient of the material properties upon these fracture
parameters.
Fig. 5 shows the variation of the normalized kI with the speed
of the crack V under the same loading condition as Fig. 2. For
homogeneous materials (a = 0), kI does not change with the
crack propagation speed, which is consistent with the well-
known Yoffe’s result. However, for nonhomogeneous materials
(a– 0) kI will increase due to the increase of the speed. As aa
increases, the signiﬁcant effect of speed on this normalized
intensity factor is more obvious. The effect of crack propagation
speed V upon the electric displacement intensity factor is plotted
in Fig. 6. It is observed that kD increases with the increase of
crack speed for both homogeneous and nonhomogeneous med-ium. Fig. 7 shows the variation of normalized dynamic energy
release rate g ¼ G=G0 with crack speed V, where G0 is static
energy release rate of crack in homogeneous medium. It indi-
cates that the dynamic energy release rate increases gradually
with the increase of crack speed. However, g will increase
rapidly when the crack speed approaches to speciﬁc values,
indicating the possible mode change at high crack speed. Similar
Fig. 8. Variation of effective electric displacement with applied tensile stress for
different crack models with different material gradient. Fig. 10. Electric displacement intensity factor versus applied tensile stress for
different crack models.
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placement intensity factors as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
The effect of dielectric medium inside the crack as indicated in
electric boundary condition Eq. (32) is the extra term in the effec-
tive electric displacement imposing on the crack surface. When the
dielectric permittivity 0 = 0 or 1, this effect vanishes and the
dielectric crack model reduces to the traditionally impermeable
and permeable ones. The fracture parameters calculated based on
this nonlinear crack model are always between the results of
impermeable and permeable crack models for the homogeneous
medium and the transition between these two models have been
discussed in detail by Wang and Jiang (2002, 2004). It is obvious
that these two traditional models are the upper or lower bounds
for the dielectric crack model. It is interesting to mention a new
phenomena recently discovered by Chiang and Weng (2007) that
there exists a critical state for the applied electromechanical load-
ing ðrc22;D02Þ applied on a homogeneous piezoelectric medium with
penny-shaped dielectric crack, where D02 is the applied electric dis-
placement and rc22 is the critical value for the applied tensile stress
r022. This critical state determines whether the impermeable (or
permeable) crack model serves as the upper or lower bound for
the dielectric model. To see if there exists such a critical state for
FGPMs, the variation of the effective electric displacement with
the applied tensile stress r022 is plotted in Fig. 8 for the cases of
ba = 0.2 and ba = 0.6. The applied electric displacement isFig. 9. Variation of effective electric displacement with applied tensile stress for
different crack models with different crack speed.D02 ¼ 5 103 C=m2 and the crack speed is V=c ¼ 0:1. It is observed
from this ﬁgure that such a critical state for the electromechanical
loading ðrc22;D02Þ does exist, i.e., when the applied tensile stress
r022 6 rc22, the response of an impermeable and permeable cracks
will serve as the upper and lower bound, respectively. However,
when r022 P rc22, the situation is completely reversed. This obser-
vation is similar to that for the homogeneous medium (Chiang
andWeng, 2007). It is evident from Fig. 8 that this critical state will
change with the changing of material gradient. Fig. 9 shows the
variation of the effective electric displacement versus the applied
mechanical load r022 for different crack speed when the applied
electric load is the same as in Fig. 8 with the material gradient
aa = 0.2. It is evident from these two ﬁgures that this critical state
exists for the dynamic problem of the cracked FGPMs and this crit-
ical point can only be calculated numerically, which will change
with both the crack speed and material gradient but independent
of the dielectric permittivity of the medium ﬁlling the crack. The
existence of this critical state is attributed to that the applied crit-
ical stress rc22 will ensure the additional term DD2 ¼ 0 U
þU
vþv ¼ 0 in
the effective electric displacement De2 in Eq. (32). It means that,
with the applied electromechanical loading ðrc22;D02Þ, any value of
0 will not change the stress and electric displacement along the
crack surfaces, which are exactly equal to the applied ones. This
critical state for FGPMs can also be veriﬁed by fracture parameters,Fig. 11. COD intensity factor versus applied tensile stress for different crack models.
Fig. 12. Normalized crack opening displacement for different crack models.
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and 11 for the case where V=c ¼ 0:1, ba = 0.2 and the applied elec-
tric displacement D02 ¼ 5 103 C=m2. The critical state is clearly
demonstrated in these ﬁgures, and provides a deﬁning point, at
which the nonlinear response of the dielectric crack undergoes a
transition. The results of this dielectric model are always between
those of the impermeable and permeable ones. Therefore, the
dielectric crack model might be more accurate to predict the frac-
ture behaviour of FGPMs. It should be mentioned that these ﬁgures
clearly demonstrate the nonlinear nature of the dielectric crack re-
sponse due to the nonlinear electric boundary condition, unlike the
linear response of the impermeable and permeable crack models as
shown by the straight lines in these ﬁgures.
For the dielectric model considered, the crack is assumed to be a
slit crack without initial crack surface separation, and the electric
boundary condition is totally governed by the crack opening dis-
placement as shown in Eq. (32). It should be mentioned that this
is an ideal case ignoring the possible initial separation of the crack
surfaces. To study how this initial separation will affect the frac-
ture behaviour of cracked FGPMs and the limitation of the current
dielectric model, we compare the results of different crack models.
Fig. 12 plots the normalized crack opening displacement
d2=a ðd2 ¼ vþ  vÞ of the crack center versus the applied stress
r022 for different initial crack surface separation with
E02 ¼ 500 V=mm using intermediate crack model. The crack speedFig. 13. Variation of energy release rate with electric ﬁeld intensity for different
crack models.is V=c ¼ 0:1 and material gradient is aa = 0.2. The normalized crack
opening displacement for the nonlinear dielectric crack model is
also provided for comparison. It is observed from this ﬁgure that
the initial surface separation effect is not signiﬁcant as evidenced
by the fact that these results are comparable within a wide range
of applied loading. However, for the case of very small initial crack
surface separation, h=a ¼ 104 for example, the crack opening dis-
placement is more important in formulating the electric boundary
condition along the crack, evidenced by that the crack opening dis-
placement is much larger than the initial crack surface separation
even when the applied stress r022 is as low as 3 MPa. For the case of
h=a ¼ 103, the crack opening displacement due to the applied
loading is lower or comparable with the initial crack surface sepa-
ration until r022 approaches to 20 MPa, indicating the importance of
considering the initial crack surface separation. For high initial
crack surface separation, h=a ¼ 102 for example, the crack surface
condition is dominated by the initial crack surface separation.
Based on these results, we can conclude that the dielectric crack
model has limitation when the applied stress level is very low or
the initial crack surface separation is relatively big. The variation
of energy release rate with applied electric ﬁeld E02 is depicted in
Fig. 13 for different crack models when the medium ðaa ¼ 0:2Þ is
subjected to r022 ¼ 20 MPa and the crack speed is V=c ¼ 0:1. It is
observed that the results of the current dielectric crack model
and intermediate crack model (with initial surface separation
h=a ¼ 102) are always between the traditionally impermeable
and permeable crack models. Since the initial crack surface separa-
tion is relatively big, the result of the intermediate model is closer
to the impermeable result. However, the dielectric model is closer
to the permeable one. Since the initial crack surface separation is
big, it is necessary to consider this effect and the dielectric crack
model may not be accurate. In this situation, a combined model
considering both the initial surface separation and crack opening
displacement will be more accurate as shown in this ﬁgure, which
is between the dielectric model and the intermediate crack model.
A similar phenomenon is observed for the electric displacement
intensity factor KD as shown in Fig. 14 for the case where the
applied electric load is E ¼ 500 V=mm and the crack speed and
material gradient are the same as those of Fig. 13. It is indicated
in this ﬁgure that KD approaches the corresponding results of per-
meable and impermeable models at low and high stress levels,
respectively. Especially for the cases when the initial crack surface
separation is big and the stress level is low, the initial surface sep-
aration effect can not be ignored. Therefore, the results of the
combined model will be more accurate.Fig. 14. Variation of electric displacement intensity factor with applied tensile
stress for different crack models.
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This paper provides a theoretical study of amoving ﬁnite crack in
FGPMs subjected to in-plane electromechanical loading. It shouldbe
noted that the material gradient of elastic, piezoelectric and dielec-
tric constants is assumed to be identical in the current work. It is a
simpliﬁed assumption but this treatment makes the mathematical
analysis more tractable and the methodology presented can be
extended to the fracture analysis ofmore general FGPMs. Numerical
results indicate that crack speed andmaterial gradient inﬂuence the
fracture behaviour of cracked FGPMs considerably. Attention is also
focused on the effect of dielectricmediumﬁlling the crack on the dy-
namic fracture behaviour of FGPMs. By comparing the results of dif-
ferent crack models, the dielectric crack model may be more
accurate for the fracture analysis than traditionally impermeable
and permeablemodels in some cases. The limitation of the dielectric
crackmodel under special conditions is also discussed. It is also con-
cluded fromthis paper that there exists a critical state for the applied
electromechanical loading applying on the cracked FGPMs, which
determines whether the impermeable (or permeable) crack model
serves as the upper or lower bound of the dielectric crack model.
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Appendix A
The parameters in Eqs. (14)–(16) are given in terms of the mate-
rial properties as the following:
b1¼
c011q0V2
c033
; b2¼
c012þc033
c033
; b3¼
e012þe031
c033
; b4¼
e031
c033
;
b5¼
c033q0V2
c022
; b6¼
c012þc033
c022
; b7¼
e031
c022
; b8¼
e022
c022
; b9¼
c012
c022
;
b10¼
011
022
; b11¼
e031
022
; b12¼
e022
022
; b13¼
e012þe031
022
; b14¼
e012
022
: ðA:1Þ
The coefﬁcients Xj in Eq. (22) are related to the parameters in (A.1)
and the material gradient as
X1 ¼ 1 b8b12;
X2 ¼ 3að1 b8b12Þ;
X3 ¼ s2ðb10  b5 þ b7b12 þ b8b11  b1 þ b1b8b12
þ b2b6  b2b8b13 þ b3b13  b3b6b12Þ þ 3a2ð1 b8b12Þ;
X4 ¼ as2ð2b5  2b10 þ 2b8b11 þ 2b7b12  2b1 þ 2b1b8b12 þ b2b6
þ b2b9  b2b8b13  b2b8b14 þ b6  b8b13 þ b3b14 þ b3b13
 b3b6b12  b3b9b12 þ b4b13  b4b6b12Þ þ a3ð1 b8b12Þ;
X5 ¼ s4ðb5b10  b7b11 þ b1b10 þ b1b5  b1b7b12  b1b8b11
 b2b6b10 þ b2b7b13  b3b5b13 þ b3b6b11Þ þ a2s2ðb5  b10
þ b7b12 þ b8b11  b1 þ b1b8b12 þ b2b9  b2b8b14 þ b6 þ b9
 b8b13  b8b14 þ b3b14  b3b9b12 þ b4b14 þ b4b13
 b4b6b12  b4b9b12Þ;
X6 ¼ as4ðb5b10  b7b11 þ b1b5 þ b1b10  b1b7b12  b1b8b11
 b2b9b10 þ b2b7b14  b6b10 þ b7b13  b3b5b14 þ b3b9b11
 b4b5b13 þ b4b6b11Þ þ a3s2ðb9  b8b14 þ b4b14  b4b9b12Þ;
X7 ¼ s6ðb1b7b11  b1b5b10Þ þ a2s4ðb7b14  b9b10
þ b4b9b11b4b5b14Þ: ðA:2ÞXaj, Xbj and Yj in Eq. (23) can be expressed in terms of the roots of
Eq. (22) and material properties as
Xaj ¼ is½ðb6  b8b13Þk3j þ aðb6 þ b9  b8b13  b8b14Þk2j
þ ðb6b10s2 þ a2b9 þ b7b13s2  a2b8b14Þkj
 ab9b10s2 þ ab7b14s2;
Xbj ¼ is½ðb13  b6b12Þk3j þ aðb14 þ b13  b6b12  b9b12Þk2j
þ ðb5b13s2 þ a2b14 þ b6b11s2  a2b9b12Þkj
 as2ðb5b14  b9b11Þ;
Yj ¼ ð1 b8b12Þk4j þ 2að1 b8b12Þk3j þ ðb10s2  b5s2 þ a2
þ b7b12s2 þ b8b11s2  a2b8b12Þk2j þ ðab5s2  ab10s2
þ ab7b12s2 þ ab8b11s2Þkj þ b5b10s4  b7b11s4 ðA:3Þ
The coefﬁcients fiði ¼ 1;2 . . .9Þ in Eqs. (28)–(30) are
fi ¼ DiY ; ðA:4Þ
where Y and Di are given
Y ¼ A11A22A33 þ A12A23A31 þ A13A21A32  A13A22A31
 A12A21A33  A11A23A32;
D1 ¼ B11A22A33 þ B31A12A23 þ A13A32B21  A13A22B31
 A12A33B21  A23A32B11;
D2 ¼ B12A22A33 þ B32A12A23 þ A13A32B22  A13A22B32
 A12A33B22  A23A32B12;
D3 ¼ B13A22A33 þ B33A12A23 þ A13A32B23
 A13A22B33  A12A33B23  A23A32B13;
D4 ¼ A11A33B21 þ A23A31B11 þ A13A21B31
 A13A31B21  A21A33B11  A11A23B31;
D5 ¼ A11A33B22 þ A23A31B12 þ A13A21B32
 A13A31B22  A21A33B12  A11A23B32;
D6 ¼ A11A33B23 þ A23A31B13 þ A13A21B33
 A13A31B23  A21A33B13  A11A23B33;
D7 ¼ A11A22B31 þ A12A31B21 þ A21A32B11
 A22A31B11  A12A21B31  A11A32B21;
D8 ¼ A11A22B32 þ A12A31B22 þ A21A32B12
 A22A31B12  A12A21B32  A11A32B22;
D9 ¼ A11A22B33 þ A12A31B23 þ A21A32B13
 A22A31B13  A12A21B33  A11A32B23 ðA:5Þ
with
A11¼ isc012þc022a1k1þe022b1k1; A12¼ isc012þc022a3k3þe022b3k3;
A13¼ isc012þc022a5k5þe022b5k5; A21¼ c033k1þ isc033a1þ ise031b1;
A22¼ c033k3þ isc033a3þ ise031b3; A23¼ c033k5þ isc033a5þ ise031b5;
A31¼ ise012þe022a1k1022b1k1; A32¼ ise012þe022a3k3022b3k3;
A33¼ ise012þe022a5k5022b5k5; B11¼ isc012þc022a2k2þe022b2k2;
B12¼ isc012þc022a4k4þe022b4k4; B13¼ isc012þc022a6k6þe022b6k6;
B21¼ c033k2þ isc033a2þ ise031b2; B22¼ c033k4þ isc033a4þ ise031b4;
B23¼ c033k6þ isc033a6þ ise031b6; B31¼ ise012þe022a2k2022b2k2; ðA:6Þ
B32¼ ise012þe022a4k4022b4k4; B33¼ ise012þe022a6k6022b6k6:
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D(s) and gjðsÞðj ¼ 1;2; . . . ;9Þ in Eqs. (36)–(38) are derived as
DðsÞ ¼ C11C22C33 þ C12C23C31 þ C13C21C32
 C13C22C31  C12C21C33  C11C23C32 ðB:1Þ
g1ðsÞ ¼ C23C32  C22C33; g2ðsÞ ¼ C12C33  C13C32;
g3ðsÞ ¼ C13C22  C12C23; g4ðsÞ ¼ C21C33  C23C31;
g5ðsÞ ¼ C13C31  C11C33; g6ðsÞ ¼ C11C23  C13C21;
g7ðsÞ ¼ C22C31  C21C32; g8ðsÞ ¼ C11C32  C12C31;
g9ðsÞ ¼ C12C21  C11C22 ðB:2Þ
with
C11¼1 f1 f4 f7; C12¼1 f2 f5 f8; C13¼1 f3 f6 f9;
C21¼ a2a1f1a3f4a5f7; C22¼ a4a1f2a3f5a5f8;
C23¼ a6a1f3a3f6a5f9; C31¼ b2b1f1b3f4b5f7;
C32¼ b4b1f2b3f5b5f8; C33¼ b6b1f3b3f6b5f9;
ðB:3Þ
h11ðs;0Þ¼ ic
0
33
sD ðk2g1þk4g4þk6g7Þ
c033
D ða2g1þa4g4þa6g7Þ
 e031D ðb2g1þb4g4þb6g7Þ;
h12ðs;0Þ¼ ic
0
33
sD ðk2g2þk4g5þk6g8Þ
c033
D ða2g2þa4g5þa6g8Þ
 e031D ðb2g2þb4g5þb6g8Þ;
h13ðs;0Þ¼ ic
0
33
sD ðk2g3þk4g6þk6g9Þ
c033
D ða2g3þa4g6þa6g9Þ
 e031D ðb2g3þb4g6þb6g9Þ;
h21ðs;0Þ¼ c
0
12
D ðg1þg4þg7Þþ
ic022
sD ða2k2g1þa4k4g4þa6k6g7Þ
þ ie022sD ðb2k2g1þb4k4g4þb6k6g7Þ;
h22ðs;0Þ¼ c
0
12
D ðg2þg5þg8Þþ
ic022
sD ða2k2g2þa4k4g5þa6k6g8Þ ðB:4Þ
þ ie022sD ðb2k2g2þb4k4g5þb6k6g8Þ;
h23ðs;0Þ¼ c
0
12
D ðg3þg6þg9Þþ
ic022
sD ða2k2g3þa4k4g6þa6k6g9Þ
þ ie022sD ðb2k2g3þb4k4g6þb6k6g9Þ;
h31ðs;0Þ¼ e
0
12
D ðg1þg4þg7Þþ
e022 i
sD ða2k2g1þa4k4g4þa6k6g7Þ
 022 isD ðb2k2g1þb4k4g4þb6k6g7Þ;
h32ðs;0Þ¼ e
0
12
D ðg2þg5þg8Þþ
e022 i
sD ða2k2g2þa4k4g5þa6k6g8Þ
 022 isD ðb2k2g2þb4k4g5þb6k6g8Þ;
h33ðs;0Þ¼ e
0
12
D ðg3þg6þg9Þþ
e022 i
sD ða2k2g3þa4k4g6þa6k6g9Þ
 022 isD ðb2k2g3þb4k4g6þb6k6g9Þ:Appendix C
The stress and electric ﬁelds in Eqs. (41)–(43) can be expanded
as,
r21ðn1; 0Þ ¼
1
2p
Z a
a
Z 1
1
½h11w1ðxÞ þ h12w2ðxÞ
þ h13w3ðxÞeisðxn1Þdsdx; ðC:1Þ
r22ðn1; 0Þ ¼
1
2p
Z a
a
Z 1
1
½h21w1ðxÞ þ h22w2ðxÞ
þ h23w3ðxÞeisðxn1Þdsdx; ðC:2Þ
D2ðn1;0Þ ¼
1
2p
Z a
a
Z 1
1
½h31w1ðxÞ þ h32w2ðxÞ
þ h33w3ðxÞeisðxn1Þdsdx: ðC:3Þ
From Eq. (22), (A.1) and (A.2), it can be seen that when s?1, the
solutions ki of Eq. (22) are identical to the solutions of the following
equation:
X01k
6 þ X02k5 þ X 03k4 þ X04k3 þ X 05k2 þ X06kþ X07 ¼ 0; ðC:4Þwhere
X01 ¼ 1 b8b12;
X02 ¼ 0;
X03 ¼ s2ðb10  b5 þ b7b12 þ b8b11  b1 þ b1b8b12
þb2b6  b2b8b13 þ b3b13  b3b6b12Þ;
X04 ¼ 0;
X05 ¼ s4ðb5b10  b7b11 þ b1b10 þ b1b5  b1b7b12  b1b8b11
b2b6b10 þ b2b7b13  b3b5b13 þ b3b6b11Þ;
X06 ¼ 0;
X07 ¼ s6ðb1b7b11  b1b5b10Þ;
ðC:5Þ
which is equivalent to the case where material gradient a = 0. For
homogenous piezoelectric materials (a = 0), the stress and electric
displacement ﬁelds derived by Wang and Jiang (2004) are,
tðn1;0Þ ¼
1
p
Z a
a
1
x n1
H1dðxÞdx; ðC:6Þ
where t ¼ fr21;r22;D2gT and d ¼ fw1;w2;w3gT . The elements H11,
H22, H33, H23 and H32 of matrix H
1 are constants, while the other
elements are zero.
By comparing Eqs. (C.1)–(C.3) with (C.6), it is concluded that
h11, h22, h33, h23, and h32 are constants when s?1, while h12,
h21, h13 and h31 are zero when s approaches 1.
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